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Abstract: 

The 21st century has shifted the dynamics of coordination and community 
development from a centralized/decentralized focus towards creative 
dialogue and collective action, to reach a unified social ecology. An ecology; 
inclusive and connected; which joins communities in an evolving network 
around common intentions. An open flexible environment set in a well-
contained context, where the shared purpose is interdependent with 
individual aspirations and collective will within local physical environments 
and across a public virtual platform. Place-based (face to face) 
communication creates the foundation and holding container necessary for 
initiating and building resilient relationships for community creativity. At the 
same time, the Internet has opened a channel for shared online community 
spaces, key to maintaining the established momentum through effective 
follow-up, continuous feedback, and outreach expansion.  

This article introduces a Creativity Community Framework for collaborative 
participatory design, action and evolution; incorporating the substantial 
roles of shared spaces, new social transformational processes, partnerships 
and the readiness of the community creators. An inquiry on how the 
Creativity Community Framework can help build a self-organized cohesive 
community around meaningful questions that matter to the people working 
towards sustainable outcomes, initiated an action research prototype using 
an integrated process design as its conceptual framework. This article will 
highlight the leverage of the framework on a community-based action 
implemented across five regions in Lebanon.  
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Community is a term that manifests in different ways depending on the 
author of the experience. In this article, the attention is given to the nature 
of community as a group of people with a common purpose, shared values, 
and agreement on goals (Oblinger); a community that further infers “a sense 
of the common good, shared lives, culture and views of the world, and 
collective action” (Silk – 1999, p.6 cited by Clark).  

Where does the establishment of a community start?  

The womb of a community can be found 
in a shared neutral holding place that 
provides the nourishing physical 
environment for sensing, connecting and 
developing.  In this embryonic intention 
stage, the community’s attention is on 
building trust and discovering how 
individual potential can serve the 
collective. The process of gathering and 

generating common intention has to be transparent and deep. M. Scott 
Peck’s articulation of community as "a group whose members have made a 
commitment to communicating with one another on an ever more deep and 
authentic level" demonstrates the influence of efficient design approaches 
and open communication channels towards a progressive community 
development. It can set standards of expectation for the individual and 
provide the climate in which great things happen (Manning). The outcome is 
a newborn community, which senses together possibilities of collaboration 
and sustainable action.  

Diversity amongst individual community members presents a gift for 
innovation and excellence through an inclusive process of collective 
contribution. As Margaret J. Wheatley points, "It doesn't work to just ask 
people to sign on when they haven't been involved in the design process, 
when they haven't experienced the plan as a living, breathing thing."  

As the community moves to childhood curiosity; inquiry on issues that 
matter to the heart becomes the driving force. The process of discovery is 
dependent on the designed communication process. John Seely Brown 
expresses that “efficient communication relies not on how much can be 
said, but on how much can be left unsaid – and even unread - in the 
background.” Consequently, enabling spaces for questioning, deep listening, 
silence and reflecting become guiding design principles.  

During this exploration phase, the community becomes engaged through 
active participation of the people, generating insightful data. The mobility of 
this information, its exchange and transformation to knowledge through 
direct experience can now be facilitated through an online virtual shared 
space. “One of the most crucial aspects of human’s growing use of the 
Internet is how they have embraced it as a community-forming device “, 
says Steve Fox. Fox also illustrates the attainment conditions as “(1) the 



 

technology that enables entrance into the community (2) the content and 
representation that help create the structure and form (3) the history of the 
users (e.g. through logs or daily postings) (4) the 
communication/interaction among individuals”. All requisites, with the 
exception of the technology, are to be set-up during the place-based face-
to-face interactions. Once the support of the created online space is 
available, it is possible to go beyond the physical and institutional borders of 
local communities, maintaining the established communication, as well as 
interconnecting with other communities of similar values and intentions. 
The result is an expansion of the network and inherent relationships.  

The maturity of the actions and relational 
networks during the interchange between 
offline and online settings takes the 
community to an adult status of self-organized 
creativity and productivity. 

Within this community identity framework, a 
flow from intention towards innovation and 

sustainability becomes possible. Otto Scharmer, in Theory U, expresses a 
social technology based on five movements for leading profound innovation: 
co-initiating (listening to oneself and others), co-sensing (going to the 
places of most potential and attending with an open mind and heart), 
co-inspiring or co-presencing (retreating and reflecting), co-creating 
(prototyping) and co-evolving (growing innovative infrastructures for 
sustainable action).  

In this article, our Creativity Community Framework draws on Theory U 
(Scharmer) adapting a collaborative community process that builds on an 
integrative design approach taking the “meeting point” locations – place-
based or virtual - into direct consideration. The articulation of the 
framework in concrete application will provide insight into the emerging 
dynamics of collaborative creativity, and affirms its relevance for 
participatory design, action and evolution; starting with the choice of 
neutral physical places for building collective attention, arriving towards a 
shared will that facilitates the collective generation of outcome initiatives 
and achievable possibilities, leading to a supportive virtual space for 
creativity in action through prototyping and setting-up foundational 
infrastructures for growth. 

 

Creativity Community Framework 

Two approaches are usually followed when entering work in the domain of 
community building and development.  

The first approach fragments the environment into parts, diagnoses the 
illness, analyses the potential solutions then identifies an area of 
intervention where they are most skilled to treat and monitor. The second 
approach views the community as a whole, working towards understanding 



 

the environment, reflecting on the possibilities, opening space for creativity 
and innovation, facilitating a collaborative process based on continuous 
feedback, where the drivers are the community members themselves.  

The Creativity Community Framework falls under the second approach, 
where the emphasis is no longer on the outcome itself but on the process 
and the final goal.  

Dr. Alexander Schieffer claims that architectural, industrial, or 
environmental, product or graphic design in the conventional sense, needs 
to be linked to the “integral interior design” of the society underlying it in 
order to be truly fully innovative, in a particular context. This transforms 
traditional mechanics of design into integrative social design. 

The Creativity Community Framework builds 
on various social transformational processes 
to move the people from operating at a level 
of ego-interest towards an eco-system of 
generative self-organized community.  

Social capital belongs to the individuals and 
the space made available to them. 

Communities will come together around a purposeful process, opening and 
developing towards a particular solution, amplifying social capital. If social 
capital is a strong predictor of life satisfaction, as expressed by Robert 
Putman (cited in Theory u, page 87), the question of “how we can replenish 
our lost social capital, how we can reinvent our personal, professional and 
relationship lives – redefining who we are and where we want to go” put 
by Otto Scharmer becomes valid. In this context, the individual himself 
becomes the source for community action – the initiating actor for the 
social design.  

The individual is interdependent with the environment he is living in, where 
both uniqueness and potential positive difference are to be carefully 
nourished. The community hosts this diversity, and requires spaces to hold 
all its stakeholders.  The Framework recognizes the power of neutral public 
places for bringing foundational group dynamics into play. 

Collective attention with a common purpose of 
all participants, through direct sensory 
experience engages the creativity of the 
people. The Framework approaches creativity 
with care and sensitivity. It considers it a 
cornerstone for the progression of the 
collaborative community interaction process. It 
builds on the use of the Art for reawakening 

the full engagement of the people and not only their analytical mind.  The 
emergence of a new unity moves the community into a flow of collective 
contribution.    

 



 

New social transformational processes enable the movement of the 
collaborative process from place-based creativity towards innovation 
through facilitating deep dialogues, generative exploration, mutual exchange 
and authentic expression.  

Three tools have been adopted in the Framework:  

(1) Appreciative inquiry a strategy for intentional change that highlights the 
best of the present, opening up to future possibilities from a positive state 
of aspiration (Cooperrider & Srivastva)  

(2) World café (Brown), a method for creating a living network of 
collaborative dialogue around questions that matter in real life situations.  

(3) Open Space Technology (Owen) which creates a meeting time and space 
for people to engage deeply and creatively around issues of concern to 
them. The people themselves set the agenda of the work as they hold the 
power and desire to see it through. The outcome of the process will be 
considered an innovation, as Schieffer describes, if it has a better “fit” to its 
context than what has been existed before. 

Entrepreneurship, social or business, becomes the next design level to be 
considered. Community entrepreneurship extends now beyond the 
boundaries of a local community, to cover the relationship with other 
similar communities elsewhere. Common patterns of similar, social or 
business, initiatives distributed across various geographical areas are 
identified, grouped, and new communities of practice emerge.  

The Framework addresses the collaboration of those groups through initial 
face-to-face gatherings followed by online relational virtual spaces of 
collaboration while maintaining the personal offline meetings as necessary. 
Social media facilitated through Web 2.0 opens various alternatives for the 
online virtual spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The opportunity provided by the use of Social 
Media, moves the dynamics of ‘community’ 
away from a (geographically bounded) social 
group to a collection of ‘networked 
individuals’ (Clark). This opens the space for 
establishing strong foundations for 
sustainable community-action development. 

The Framework conceptualizes that the infrastructure for evolving the 
community-based actions relies on personal interaction and virtual 
presence. Direct personal sensory experiences harmonize the relational 
dynamics and foster a sense of community belonging. The virtual platform 
becomes a channel for maintaining the in-flow and out-flows of 
information within the developed community-base, as well as drawing an 
outreach gateway towards a wider audience, alternative sources of finance, 
and global connections.  

 

Creativity Community Framework: Driver 

In order to understand the nature of the actions driven by the Creativity 
Community Framework, it is helpful to describe the background, philosophy, 
aim, partnership process and spatial design of its host: n community 
creativity 

Background 

n community creativity – living and working from the heart, is a community 
entrepreneurship initiative that engages with individuals and communities 
to transform an outdated social structure into an active and purposeful 
social ecology. 

In 2007, a clear vision of the need to move 
to move from traditional conventional 
conventional modes of thinking and 
and operating initiated n community 
community creativity.  With the intention 
intention of paving the way for a 
sustainable thriving future, human 
networks became a driver to reach consistent stability and a continuum 
developmental growth.  

After understanding the complexity of the challenges that all, worldwide, 
are facing and the available opportunities to address them, the initiative 
stepped into a phase of prototyping concrete activities in Lebanon.  In 2009, 
the positive manifestation of concrete projects towards the development of 
community-based action, moved the concept towards institutionalizing n 
community creativity’s body of work.  

 



 

Philosophy 

The philosophy of n community creativity is rooted in a learning 
environment that provides space for collective creativity with effectively 
efficient outcomes. It recognizes diversity and works towards harmonizing 
its potential, providing space for individuals to grow and to make change 
where needed. In this respect, it encourages people to do what they desire 
within responsible guidelines in addition to building trust, opening up the 
space for appropriate solutions found within the people themselves.  

It focuses on developing 21st century based entrepreneurship, 
organizational and social capacities required for our sustainable thriving 
future through building resilient communities and evolving networks. 

Direction 

n community creative strives to surface 
meaningful questions working towards 
collective sustainable action, opening up a 
world of possibilities in arts, science and 
technology, providing a context for 
exploration, exchange and engagement, 
creating inspiration centers, developing 
community access webs,  initiating and 

promoting a social technology platform network.  

 
 
Partnership process 

In light with its purpose, n community creativity models, through example, 
the collaborative work environment for community development.  

Its family members are passionate individuals and/or organizations.  

It works through a network of multi-disciplinary partnerships (public spaces 
enablers, knowledge environment architects, social media facilitators, 
process designers, theatre professionals, education practitioners, 
environment and nature specialists, creative artists, documentary 
photographers, organizational and business entrepreneurship enablers, field 
and implementation specialists).  

It also engages young local community members with complementary 
project skills to provide space for experimentation and professional 
identification. 

Spatial Design 

n community creativity becomes a hub and hive through the design and 
realization of  nSITE, an accessible and supportive learning environment in 
the heart of Beirut, Lebanon. 



 

 

nSITE is a space for individuals, pairs, 
groups and communities from all ages and 
backgrounds to reflect, exchange, share and 
co-create freely and responsibly. Its spatial 
design settings adopt flexibility and build on 
multiplicity in scales, functions and levels of 
privacy, hence providing resources and 
opportunities for working, holding events, 
experimenting, visualizing ideas and other 

activities of creative communication.  

In its consciously minimalist design and use of materials, nSITE is a 
background that invites engaged reinterpretations of possibilities of being in 
it. By engaging people from its community in different events during its 
design development, nSITE learns from its context and reaches out to be 
embraced, enacting the core principles of n community creativity. 

 

Relationship with Collaborative Spaces 

The themes of the design process of n community creativity’s initiatives as 
presented below show the interrelationship with the principles of 
collaborative spaces: 
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Creativity Community Framework: Case Study 

Design of Collaborative Shared Spaces 

Within the framework of the Creativity Community 
Framework, an integrative participatory collaborative 
community action research project was designed. The 
project, Community Voices, draws on the experiences of 
communities from five regions in Lebanon offering them an 
opportunity for voicing their clear intentions and stories 
through an open dialogue-context hosted in public libraries.  

Through the Creativity Community Framework design process, the 
participants became active contributors speaking, drawing and doodling 
together their inherent assumptions, learning about their own individual 
talents, inquiring into each other’s thinking, and exploring possibilities for a 
viable future in ways that are meaningful to them. 

 

Participants 

Intergenerational, diverse participants of 
varied social backgrounds, professions, and 
age-groups (8 to over 50 years old) were 
involved in the action research. 

 

 

 

Sites 

Public libraries were the entry point for the place-based meetings.  

According to Assabil, a local Lebanese NGO and an implementation partner 
of Community Voices, public libraries do much more than provide access to 
information and knowledge.  They play an important role in local 
communities as public spaces. Spaces open to all, spaces where people can 
meet and socialize, spaces where public discourse is encouraged.  

 
Five public libraries were selected, in Beirut the capital, Beit Mery in Mount 
Lebanon, Barouka/Baakline in the Shouf region, Hermil in the Bekaa plain 
and Srifa in the South. 

 
 



 

 

Each public library space was fully utilized in 
the design process. The library was 
transformed to a creative place, while 
maintaining the spirit of learning, sharing and 
contributing – a community exchange cafe. 
The information captured during the 
engagement was visually posted to keep 
what is shared in sight. The place was 

rearranged to accommodate open space, chair circle, and tables full of 
colorful material for the planned activities.  

Guiding Principles 

Guiding values maintain the relationships throughout the working days: 
trust, non-judgment, collaboration, cooperation, responsibility, imagination, 
creativity, acceptance, respect, fun and acknowledgment.  

Process Design 

Coming to a common intention creates the backbone for the community-
action process. Consequently, a participatory design with community 
members prior to initiating the program was adopted. Individuals came 
together, sharing the highlights of what joins them in their locality, 
followed by formulating together a meaningful question for them: “How can 
we responsibly develop our community and neighbourhood?  What is our 
personal role?”  

Community members expressed that the invitation to co-design what they 
would personally want to explore and learn more about was an experience 
of trust in their knowledge, capacity and their needs, where intentions are 
coming from within the community not imposed on them. This propelled a 
sense of commitment and authentic engagement. 

Enrolment for the one day Community Voices cafe at each region became 
the responsibility of the local public libraries. Participants joined the day 
with curiosity and interest in exploring a space for individual and collective 
sharing and collaboration. As most participants did not know each other 
prior to the initial meeting, group dynamics became a core driver in building 
connection and a trusted group environment. 

Space awareness was integrated in the flow of the day to bring physical 
presence and attention to the unused, unobserved space that is available but 
untouched. Upon reaching an understanding of the space that they are 
occupying, they moved into the next building block of collaborative work: 
collective sensing.  

 



 

Using creative arts, participants explored their individual leadership role and 
the dynamics of collective action. Smaller groups were formed and invited 

to create their own “talking piece” – an item 
that facilitates deep listening and speaking 
with intention - from recycled material. The 
outcome was the revival of felt-perception 
and collective creative work prior to engaging 
in mindful conversations using the World Cafe 
social technology (Brown).  

 

From a common inquiry, into a deep dive for collective insights and 
patterns, resulting in the harvest of the conversation’s key insights, 
participants moved from a mental debate and discussion to speaking from a 
deeper place where a strong connection is made with the whole group. As 
ideas were co-generated, collected and clustered, commonalities and 
priorities became visible.  

Moving towards the next level of action, individuals were invited to an open 
space to post initiatives that matter to them. Specific projects started to 
emerge, with the initiators taking ownership, and the rest of the community 
members playing an active role eager to learn more about the proposal, and 

to contribute where they can; a few moved 
around multiple tables, like butterflies, 
listening, conversing and then connecting the 
ideas. The result of the collaborative 
discussion was a co-creation of community-
based project initiatives, with social and/or 
business objectives. 

With local relationships built and heartfelt initiatives identified, the design 
process moved towards a regional connection, bringing the project initiators 
from the various localities together to identify common patterns and 
integrated programs for cooperation. Through a joint face-to-face meeting 
in the center, at a public library in the capital Beirut, a connection between 
the four regions was formed. The meeting now guided the participants to 
the concrete delivery of their initiatives, introducing practical steps of 
project planning, goal setting, milestone specification, assumptions and risks 
identification, roles clarification, and techniques for progress monitoring and 
follow-up. Participants, aware of commonalities and differences between 
themselves as individuals and their regions, were now comfortable to start 
opening wider communication channels. Consequently, they were 
introduced to the Internet and Web 2.0 as an empowering medium for 
exchange and implementation - sharing available tools and resources, 
providing social media outreach, developing preliminary project action plans.   

 

 



 

Together, they created their collective blog – 
an entry point to their virtual collaboration. 
The harvest of the day reflects the power of 
bringing online participation to light in 
support of offline local communities of 
practice: 

A representation of faces from their land 
eager to listen to understand 

Sharing goals, dreams, hopes and passions of the planted seeds soon to 
become actions that stand 
 
A day for planning achievable steps to bring their ideas ahead to life in 
reality 

Turning goals into measurable strategies voicing ah-ha moments with "I'm 
finding clarity!" 

Creating links and discovering shared interests leading to participatory 
collective blogging 
 
Together, near or far a virtual space now holds them in a place 
to communicate, interact and expand without forgetting that laughter and 
fun in our working place 

 

Coordination Loop 

As the emerging community was still in its infancy, and the technology 
infrastructure in Lebanon unstable, it was imperative to maintain the group 
cohesion through further skills-building workshops in place-based localities.  

The participants were introduced to the basics of blogging with experiential 
practice, holding the intention that the attendees will be responsible to 
follow up and update the shared blog.  

 

Community Feedback 

The reflections captured from the participants highlighted the impact of the 
Framework on their perception of community-building initiatives, and its 
effect on maintaining the flow of the process.  

Some anecdotes: “although I didn’t know anyone before – I felt part of the 
whole group and was able to contribute” , “Something planted in each of 
us”,  “a web is made”. 

 



 

Many participants sat with the enthusiasm found amongst the attendees 
and expressed the relevance of developing common ideas and reaching 
collective agreements. They emphasized the common interest that bound 
them and how issues easily surfaced and were directly addressed.  They 
also reflected on the gateway of cooperation that opened between the 
various regions, highlighting that the geographical map of the country is 
relatively small allowing for common initiatives to be implemented across 
all. 

 

Participants noted that that a sense of 
wholeness away from segregation was left 
with them following the experience. They 
recognized the relevance of cooperation and 
diversity for community innovation. They 
carried hope towards a better future for 
themselves, and their communities. 

 

Lessons Learned 

The experience with Community Voices demonstrated the positive influence 
of designing shared spaces for collaborative self-organized community 
development.  

People are open to exchange and belong when trust, non-judgment, lack of 
cynicism and safe spaces are available. People are longing to be heard and 
to act responsibly. They want to act on efforts that have meaning for them, 
not coming from the outside. They thrive on sharing through a fun, learning 
and creative environment.  

Despite these positive indicators, a number of limitations that might slow 
down participatory community-based action were observed. Absence of 
essential life conditions around education, health and daily living moves 
people away from their creativity towards basic survival dependency. This 
gets accentuated with the lack of basic skills, tools and resources at the 
inter-relational, social and technological levels, such as the lack of self-
discipline, deep listening skills, social media knowledge and low Internet 
penetration.  

Moreover, social conditioning in Lebanon impacts and influences individual’s 
personal direction. It strongly distracts attention from passionate purpose 
and prevents personal commitment for continuation.  

As the newly formed community was still being shaped, all efforts for 
maintaining sustainability remained on the supportive agency. These 
presented some of the limitations that faced Community Voices.  

 



 

Next Steps 

The aim is to take the successful preparatory steps and the lessons of the 
experience to expand the prototype through the implementation of a 
collaborative virtual space that seamlessly moulds into the process. A virtual 
space which capitalizes on the available social media technologies and 
applications (blogging, multi-media storytelling, collaborative project 
workspace, social networking, twitter, wikis ..) to leverage the spread, 
outreach and sustainability of self-organizing community development 
innovative actions. 

Complimentary to the virtual space, place-based (face-to-face) meetings 
will remain to maintain the resonance of the core community members; to 
build capacity where needed; to develop the essential social human 
relational skills; to provide balance between support and independent action 
of individuals and groups; to reflect and maintain the initiated energy 
momentum within the people, until they are ready to operate and maintain 
its continuity by themselves.  

In light of those steps, and to arrive at a sustainable integrated community, 
hosts and facilitators who can hold the 
emerging communities both in place-based 
and virtual space will surface. They need to be 
recognized, nourished and empowered to hold 
the open space required for the organic 
growth towards a thriving integrated 
community.  

 

Conclusion 

New world viewpoints and mindsets are coming to light, Community Voices 
through the Creativity Community Framework affirms this possibility 
providing a framework for participatory design, action and evolution; 
starting with the choice of neutral physical places for co-initiation, co-
sensing and co-inspiration, leading to a supportive virtual space for co-
creation and co-evolution. Since the present study does not have conclusive 
evidence on the interplay between integrated place-based and virtual 
community spaces; there remains much to be done in this vital area of 
research by taking the prototype to its next level; implementing the 
projected next steps and maintaining the established community 
relationship. The principle task is to properly design and hold space to 
mobilize communities into collective sustainable action reaching a unified 
social ecology. 
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Timeline Update 
 
The article was written in 2010 in response to a call by Inderscience for a special 
journal they were publishing on the Design of Shared Spaces. The author was 
requested to change the language of the article to fit a scientific publication. After 
careful consideration, the author felt that the request binds the creative expression, 
which is the engine of the initiative and locks “scientific” writing to a specific form 
that is calling for liberation.  
 
Although the author conformed to the format and the use of word “essays” to share 
the story and her thought processes, she realized that Inderscience was not the 
right place for bringing forth this work.  
 
The article remained dormant in the folders of the author’s personal publications, 
until 26 July 2013. Upon review, the author felt it was time to spread its story. She 
kept the original format and content while adding aesthetics to its linear 
presentation.   




